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Abstract 

The tracking device system is a combination of GPS technology and GSM 

mobile technology via the micro-controller. It is used to detect the GPS 

location of any objects connected to a system. The system used common 

technology that combines smartphones with Arduino UNO. Satellite-based 

navigation technology provides an accurate location. The GSM module is 

used to update the object's location to a database. Data are received by the 

GPS model contains the longitude and latitude of the object's location. 

Arduino connected to GPS and GSM unit in serial communication. Next, 

Arduino instructs the GSM (mobile) to send the location info by a short 

message to a specific cell number. Thus, Arduino instructs to calculate the 

location of objects connected to a system and estimated time to reach a 

particular destination. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In this paper, the Arduino UNO, GPS receiver, and GSM unit are used as 

main devices. The basic C programming language of the device description 

language is used to build a small digital circuit. First, the drawing is loaded 

into the Arduino program precision control panel. Then the GPS receiver 

tracks the satellite data and sends Arduino UNO [1, 2]. Next, Arduino sends 

data to the GSM unit to the user's recommended SIM card number to know 

the location of moving objects as a short message from the specified android 

mobile phone. 

Arduino is open sources platform for software and electronics. The 

connection between the virtual and real worlds can be established via 

contacting Arduino by sending info on the Internet. Almost anything felt 

with sensors including light, temperature, pressure, and sound [3]. Arduino's 

reaction depends on how the program is implemented. Arduino is a very 

popular and easy-to-use board to create our own projects [2]. 

The Arduino controller is responsible for controlling and connecting the 

GPS unit and the GSM receiver. Arduino can sense the environment by 

inputting data from different sensors and can view and monitor sensor data. 

The serial monitor is allowing both sending messages from the computer to 

the Arduino via USB and also from Arduino. 

Satellite_based navigation system is information from satellites. The earth 

App revolves around GPS receivers on the ground location that user 

information to determine the current location anywhere on the ground 

location [1]. The GPS module is used to determine the location, time, and 

speed. It measures the exact distance with a small number of satellites, 

determines the receiver's location of the user, and displays it on the map of 

the electronic device. By using four or more satellites, receivers can locate 

the user's 3D location, consisting of altitude, latitude, and longitude. The 

GPS unit sends data of tracking position in real-time [3]. 

Many studies about this subject, such as [4] describe the design and 

implementation of a real-time GPS tracking system using Arduino. When a 

user makes a call to the number registered on the GPS-GSM shield attached 

to the Arduino, the user receives the location coordinates with the data 

continuously stored on the SD card at the same time. This proposal has 

important applications for vehicle security and tracking of private vendors 

and drivers, and at [5] proposed system helps to find the vehicle’s location 

using the Global Positioning System (GPS), and the vehicle’s speed is also 

gradually reduced by reducing the speed of the ignition engine using GPS. 

Helps find the car as soon as it is known to be stolen. Due to the use of GPS,  

the location is also known. The command sent from the mobile phone is 

transmitted to the GSM system which is connected to a control unit that 

reduces the speed of the ignition engine and stabilizes it. The developed 

system is reliable, low-cost, and easy to use and can help restore the vehicle 

in the event of theft. 
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2 System Blockdiagram 
 

The current design is a built-in application system. Arduino relies on a 

tracking object system that uses GSM and GPS units. This tracking system is 

used to track and locate any location using GSM and GPS. Any object 

tracking is a process by which the object's location can be tracked in 

longitude and latitude forms. GPS is consist of a group of satellites and 

advanced tools as a receiver as shown in Figure (1) [6]. The GPS unit 

consists of a U-Blox NEO6M module and a GPS antenna. It can be 

connected with UART, USB, SPI, and DDC. NEO-6 units have a configure 

interface UART for serial communication. This component receives the 

coordinates from the satellite per second, with date and time. The Arduino 

microcontroller processes data and sends it to the mobile phone. It gives 

accurate information about the site [7]. 

 

2.1 Arduino Platform 
 

Arduino is an open-source has processor (ARM) [8], configured with 

software in a development environment, and used to collect and send data for 

use in real-time or to be saved in the future as shown in Figure (2). 

 

 

                 
Figure. 1. Object Tracking System by which the object's location can be tracked in 

longitude and latitude forms 
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                         Figure. 2. Arduino_UNO an open-source has processor (ARM) 

 

 

2.2 GPS_Module 
 

GSM_modules is a digital mobile network that is widely used by mobile 

phone users. It is used to establish a connection between the computer and 

the GSM system, as it contains the RS232 interface that works in contact 

with the computer [7, 8]. Configure the range rate from 9600 to 115200 using 

the AT command. It also contains an internal stack (TCP/ IP) for the purpose 

of connecting to the Internet using the AT command code [4]. 

 

3 Sketches of GPS and GSM Modules 
 

Using the serial software library, a program in Arduino C language is 

written for the GPS_unit format by the AT commands code. The NMEA data 

series contains raw data from satellites to track the location, object speed, 

and local time. The data and information are collected by GPS and sent to the 

arduino_ UNO which contains a predefined phone number. The GPS location 

data is sent to that predefined phone number. The program draws the tracking 

system as shown in Figure (3). 

 

               
      Figure. 3. Sketch of the GPS and GSM module work in present stady 
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4 Hardware Required 
 
The hardware required in this study is following and shown in figure (4). 

 

• Arduino_uno x 1  

• Shield (GPRS_GPS)  x 1  

• External Antenna GPRS-GSM x 1 

• External Antenna GPS x 1 

• 9_V Battery Alkaline x 1 

• 9_V Battery Holder x 1 

 
 

 

              
                     Figure. 4. Hardware Required in present stady 

 

 

 

5 Experimental Interfaces 
 
There are three main parts. First, the GPS shield is connected with 

arduino_UNO. GPS (R_x) (receive) connected with arduino_UNO (T_x) and 

GPS (T_x) connected to Arduino UNO Rx. This is because arduino_UNO 

(T_x) D5 sends to GPS (Rx) and vice versa it receives UNO (Rx) D4 from 

GPS (T_x). GSM Rx (Receipt) connected to Arduino UNO (T_x) and GSM 

(T_x) connected to Arduino UNO (R_x) as shown in figure (5). 

 

                 
                                Figure. 5. Experimental Interface in present stady 
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6 Coding 
 
The Coding at this study are following: 

 
   includes <0SoftwareSerial.h0> // 

#includes <0TinyGPS.h0> // 

 

int states = 00; // 

const int pin = 09; // 

floats gpslats, gpslon0s; // 
 
TinysGPSs gpss; // 
0SoftwareSerials igpss (04, 050); // 
0SoftwareSerials igsms (02, 030); // 
// setup  
0voids setups () 
{ 
 0 igsm.begins (096000); // 
 00igps.begins (096000); // 
} 
 
// 0loops 
0voids loops () 
{ 
 0whiles (0igpss. 0available0s ()) 
 { 
 0ints c = 0igpss.reads (); // 
 0ifs (0gpss.encodes (c) 0) 
 { 
 0gpss. 0f_get_positions (0&gpslat0s, 0&gpslons); // 
 } 
 } 
 ifs (0igsm.availables () > 0) 

 { 

 0Strings c = 0igsm.readStrings (); // 

 00c.trims (); // 

 ifs (0c.indexOf0 ("0GET-GPS0"0) >= 0)  

  { 

 0igsm.prints ("\r"); // 

 0delays (012000); // 

 0 igsm.prints (0"AT+CMGF=1\r"0); // selects texts modes 

 0delays (1200); // 

 0igsm.prints (0"AT+CMGS=\"+964xxxxxxxxxx\"\r"0); // 0receient numbers 

 0delays (012000); // 

 0igsm.prints (0" 'N"0); // 0Latitudes 

 0igsm.printlns (0gpslat, 60); // 

 0igsm.prints (0" 'E"0); // 0Longitudes 

 0igsm.printlns (0gpslon, 60); // 

 0delays (012000); // 

 0igsm.writes (00x1A0); //0send ctrl+z0end of messagess 

 0delays (012000); //  

 

 }  

 } 

} 
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7 Results 
 

In this paper, a GSM unit is used to send SMS from another GSM 

number. If people want to know car location, they should send a message to 

find. First, the GPS location received from the arduino_UNO based GPS 

tracking system is noted and the GPS location from Samsung, iPhone, and 

Huawei mobile cells are recorded in the same location. The GPS location 

data for Arduino-based GPS and different cells are compared in Table 1. The 

location of the select point shown in Figure (6). 

 
                       Table. 1. Comparison of Location of Different GPS 

 

Arduino GPS Samsung GPS IPhone GPS Huawei GPS 

33.4084704’E 33.4084306’E 33.4084038’E 33.4085056’E 

44.3933168’N 44.3933289’N 44.3933088’N 44.3933782’N 

 

 

 

 
              Figure. 6.. The location of select point is exapmle present stady 
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8 Conclusions  
 

The combination of GPS and Android systems for vehicles and tracking 

other objects can be useful instead of using GPS alone. The tracking system 

is at present the most important system for people because our purposes are 

safe. They want the security of their belongings in safe hands, which is the 

main reason. This system is fully integrated and provides GPS coordinates 

for cell phones as these coordinates are set on google_map. The GSM 

module used on this sheet is for sending and receiving messages and can also 

communicate with Arduino when using the AT command. It can also be 

expanded to multiple applications such as anti_theft alarm system for vehicle 

and bites, general transportation management such as buses, trains, fish 

boats, and other applications, this study may prove to be useful in future. 
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